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SUMMARY

Dramatists have used their work to express

criticism of the prevailing sociar order since the first
beginnings of drama itself . lüÌrile they by no means in-
vented critical drama, the playwri_ghts of the German

l{ej-mar Republic nevertheress brought suctr outspoken

topicarity and political controversy to the theatre that
they seemed to be inventing a whorty new form. This .w.as

variously known

Zeíttheat er.

as Tendenzdrama poJ-itisches Theater or

The rise of socialty critical drama in the years

foJ-J-owing the establishment of the Republic in I9I8
followed the riwery; eXperimentar dramatic tradition of
Expressionism and gave voice to a serious concern with
modern sociar conditions and political dewelopments. At

the height of the Zettstluckrs influence in the late Ip2Os

it was commonly assumed. by writers of all political

shades that a dramatist t s first responsibirity was to
preach a poritical doctrine or expose social ewils; the

theatrers major corì-cern was no ronger entertainment or
artj-stic excelrerrce but denunciation and persuasion.

The authors of Tendenzdrama were soorr obliged to

adapt existing dramatic techniques or invent rì.ew ones in
order to present a comprex modern society on stage and

to convince audierì.ces of tl" e truth of their portrayal or
the desirabirity of a particurar ideorogy. Among the new

developments rd'ere Piscatorrs use of filmr projection and

comprex stage machinery and Brecht I s establishment of ttre
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basic rules of epic tkreatre; through these two in-
novators in particrrlar, Zetttheater achieved an import-
ance beyond t}:at of specific relewance to its owr3. age.

The decline of Expressionism and the emergence of

Neue Sachtichkeit which can be observed in the literature
of the l{eimar Republic is also reflected in the Tendenz-

stucke of the era as a graduar progression from passive
to active characters, from generalised social dj_scontent

to specific attack, and from vaguery expressed ideals to
a distinct politicar i-deology. Expressionist d,rama

showed powerress idearists struggling against evils more

symbolicalry than rearisticalry expressed, inspired by

only indistinct visions of reform or revorrrtion. The

heroes of the finar phase of l,{eimar drama a,r^e muckr more

active and aware: they have a party and an ideorogy to
back them rrp, a precise grasp of what is amiss with the

worrdr and are set specificarly in tl.e Germany of the

early rtJos. That they are stirl unable to achieve their
aims is shown to be the consequence of the growing

politicar reaction rather tl.an of their own fairings
a pessimistic but accurate picture of the last years of
the Republic.

The J-eft-wing Zeit.stuck became more extreme brrt

also declined during this period, for reasons both
literary and poriticar, and the NSDApT s assumption of
po!\rer in L933 brought arl critical drama to an abrupt
end. The Tendenzdrama written in exi]-e exerted some in-
fluence but its scope was perforce rimited. rn the rp6os,

however, tkre rise of d.ocumentary theatre showed that the
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hleimar concept of drama as

vived; tl-eatre once again

for the thoughtfuJ. analysis

criticism had sur-

a controversia]- forum

of contemporary society.

socia]-

became
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STATEMENT

This tl..esis contains no material which has been

accepted for the award of any other degree or dipJ-oma

in any University and, to the best of my knowledge and

beJ-ief, it contains no material prewiousJ-y published

by another person, except wLrere reference is made in

the text of this study.
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